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Knowing God, Knowing Myself Jul 17 2021 Bestselling author Cecil Murphey (90 Minutes in Heaven)
has enraptured countless readers with his lyrical style and deft storytelling, selling millions of books and
winning numerous awards. Yet behind the scenes of his successful career, Murphey is on a personal
quest for a deeper knowledge of God and himself. Out of this thirst for the transcendent comes Knowing
God, Knowing Myself, a collection of reflective statements captured with Murphey's inimitable style. These
aphorisms are often surprising, meant to startle the reader out of "common wisdom" into uncommon
meditation; the goal is God- and self-discovery. Whether readers begin with a desire to know God or to
know themselves, Knowing God, Knowing Myself will invite them to discover how these two longings are
inextricably entwined. As they reflect and journal through this unforgettable book, readers will experience a
growing awareness of God's presence and a deepened inner life.
The Discovery of God Sep 30 2022 Fifty-three percent of the world’s population practices Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam, religions that all trace their lineage to the towering, quasi-mythological figure of
Abraham. In this reverent biography of the man who invented–or discovered–God, David Klinghoffer
disentangles history from myth and uncovers the profound impact of Abraham’s message on his time and
on the development of the modern world. The Discovery of God chronicles Abraham’s life from his birth in
Mesopotamia through his travels as preacher and missionary throughout the Middle East. Many of the
primary sites of Abraham’s life and career still exist, and Klinghoffer describes what they were like in
ancient times and how they appear today. The tangible details of the polytheistic culture are re-created,
showing how Abraham challenged the most basic beliefs of his contemporaries. He did not set out to
establish the Jewish religion, but rather to spread the message of ethical monotheism as it was revealed to

him–a powerful message that deepened over time, as did his faith and relationship with God. In contrast to
many scholars who, troubled by its contradictions and apparent errors, see the Bible as the work of a
series of scribes and editors, Klinghoffer argues that the Bible should be viewed as an esoteric text that an
only be comprehended in light of the oral tradition from which it emanated. Combining rigorous scholarship
and interpretive ingenuity, he draws on biblical commentary and the Jewish oral tradition as preserved by
sages from the Talmudic scholars to Maimonidies to explore and explain the miraculous origins of
monotheism. At a time when the world seems to moving toward a renewed confrontation between the
three great Abrahamic faiths, The Discovery of God is a potent reminder of the history and beliefs that
unite them.
The Discovery of God Oct 20 2021 Unraveling history from myth, an illuminating portrait of Abraham, the
first man to adopt the idea of one God, explores the revolutionary nature of his beliefs and the origins and
common bonds of the three great monotheistic religions--Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Abraham and his discovery of God in Thomas Manns "Jakob und seine Brüder" Oct 27 2019
Essay from the year 2004 in the subject German - Discussion and Essays, grade: 92%, eqals 1,0, The
University of Western Ontario, course: The bible and 20th century literature, 6 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: In Thomas Mann’s Die Geschichten des Jakab, the first novel in the tetralogy
Joseph und seine Brűder, Jakob is presented to us in quite a bewildering way. He is in god’s chosen
linage. We expect such a character to be dignified, a leader, a man of merit and virtue. But Jakob is in
most points the opposite of this. He steals the birthright and his father’s blessings from his older brother
Esau. On the following flight he gets completely abased by the 16-year-old Eliphas, a son of Esau. During
his time with Laban, he gains great wealth through trickery and finally he again flees while Laban is away.
Also, within his family Jakob appears highly selective in his preferences. But not only he but also God is
morally doubtful. He liked the sacrifice of Abel better than the one of Cain; then he almost destroys all life
on earth with the flood. His treatment of Sodom and Gomorra is quite extreme and finally he chose one
particular lineage as his favorite one. That linage starts with Abram. It is most peculiar, though, that Abram
discovered God. Only because of this event Abram’s lineage is God’s chosen one. It is the actual
discovery of God that constitutes Abram as the “Urvater”, since of course Abram had ancestors himself;
therefore it is not Abram as a person himself who is decisive for his status. But as we will see later on, it is
doubtful that Abram was actually one historic person.
The Mission of Jesus Discovery Guide Jun 15 2021 In John 17:26 Jesus says "I made known your
name to them, and I will continue to make it known..." In this fourteenth volume of That the World May
Know, you'll deepen your understanding of this passionate revelation to a broken world God longs to
redeem. Discover how Jesus triumphantly made God's presence known on Earth, and how he asks you to
do the same—bringing God's shalom to the chaos of others. Sessions include: Capernaum: Jesus Blinds
the Evil One Decapolis: The Other Side—Jesus and the Man Crucifixion: The Coronation of a King
Ascension: The King Takes His Throne Pentecost: God Changed His Address Designed for use with The
Mission of Jesus Video Study 9780310812586 (sold separately).
Your Journey to Significance Jan 11 2021 FROM THE SENIOR PASTOR OF BETHEL CHURCH
Once you discover who God created you to be, you'll never want to be anyone else. While reflecting on the
devotions in this book, You will come to understand who God created you to be and how to accomplish the
purposes and plans He has for you. Your Journey to Significance is a full year of daily readings based on
the book Born for Significance that Bill Johnson published through Charisma House. Each entry is
designed to progressively draw you closer to knowing your God-given purpose as you take the journey of
discovering who God made you to be. Each day's reading is enhanced by a relevant scripture to meditate
upon as well as a key thought or action step to apply to your daily life.
Discovery of the Presence of God Jul 29 2022 The sixth book in a progressive series by Dr. David R.
Hawkins, this work finalizes and further clarifies the true nature and core of the condition termed
"Enlightenment." It is primarily an instruction manual for the serious spiritual devotee and reveals
information only known by those who have transcended the ego to reach Divine Realization. This is the
inner route from the self to the Self, and the descriptions of the progressive states are devoted to the

reader's own illumination. This work will appeal to those who themselves are dedicated to the spiritual
Reality of Truth as the direct pathway to God.
The Grand Discovery, Or, The Fatherhood of God May 15 2021
His Masterpiece: A Royal Journey of Self-Discovery in God Jul 05 2020 Born in Greensboro, North
Carolina, Kendra seemed to be born for a career in beauty. In 2010, her career jump started when she
accepted a position with Bovanti. Kendra transitioned into a MAC Artist position in 2014 and has truly
flourished. She aspires to change the world of beauty and see makeup artistry not only as a career, but as
her ministry and her calling. She aspires to empower women through self love and sees beauty as a
powerful way to accomplish that goal. She is motivated by seeing the pure joy on women's faces when she
hands them the mirror after she has finished their makeup; that positive energy can truly fill your spirit. She
has been faced with and overcame many obstacles that could have and should have torn her down.
Through her gifts, she endeavors to help other women not succumb to adversity and see their potential as
well. Kendra has a genuine passion for helping women to feel beautiful and radiate from the inside out.
Discovery of God Aug 30 2022 This Volume Presents A Historical Not A Religions Survey; It Analyses
The Place Of God In Every Major Religion Cutting Across Religious Precepts And Practices And Brings
Out The Continual Discovery Of The Only One Who Has Endured.
Chesed May 03 2020 Do you want the goodness and mercy of God to follow (pursue) you all the days of
your life? The miraculous life stories and wisdom that Deborah Markowitz Solan shares in Chesed-A
Jewish Woman's Discovery of God's Mercy will show you how. The COVID-19 pandemic and other
national crises have a way of getting our attention. It was the assassination of President John F. Kennedy,
Jr., in 1963, when Deborah was only five years old, that changed her life forever. She watched her mother
collapse in uncontrollable grief, and she began to subconsciously think that no amount of happiness in life
could outweigh the tragedy of suffering and death. Deb made dangerous and unhealthy life choices
throughout her childhood and teenage years and lived a life without passion or purpose. All of that
changed, however, when the God of her ancestors-the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob-made Himself
real to her, even when she did not know He existed.
Miracles Made Possible Oct 08 2020 A former avowed atheist relates the autobiographical story of his
desperate plea to God for a miracle, and how that plea was answered again and again, describing the
three step process of making actual personal miracles a reality. Original.
Higgs Dec 22 2021 Explains the science behind the discover of the Higgs particle, also known as the
God particle, and its implications for the future of science. 20,000 first printing.
God and Evolution Jun 03 2020 "This book is part of a series published by the Center for Science &
Culture at the Discovery Institute in Seattle."--T.p. verso.
Stand Diving Into God's Words Apr 01 2020 The goal of this devotional series is to inspire teens to know
God deeper and experience his heart of love through Scripture. The three books deal with God’s word,
God’s wisdom, and God’s way. The theme—individually and collectively—is to challenge each teen to give
their whole life to His whole plan. This devotional on Psalm 119 is specifically designed to help teens fall in
love with Scripture. Quick bites: This personal devotional series is an accessible, in-depth Bible study for
teens. Though written by a seminary president, the big ideas are presented in a teen-friendly,
transformational format centered on knowing who God is and how to relate to Him. Emphasizes personal
application and the challenge to be intentional about reaching spiritual maturity. Fun facts about Bible
history and culture. Based on the power of story—devotional teaching that’s more like Jesus, rather than a
textbook. Contains fun things like “Top 10” lists and other sidebar extras. Apologetics emphasis builds on
the truths in Stand and Stand Strong in College.
Thirty Days in God's Word Aug 25 2019 The Bible can seem huge and intimidating for someone who
has never read it. Where do you even start? How do you begin to understand each passage? Even those
who use Scripture regularly sometimes find it difficult to understand how it all fits together. Journey through
the sixty-six books of the Bible in thirty days. Thirty Days in God's Word: A Path of Discovery provides
overviews and historic context of each book and points toward God's plan of salvation in Christ.
Discovery Apr 25 2022 MANY CHRISTIANS SPEND THEIR LIVES TRYING TO ACT RIGHT, THINK

RIGHT, AND PRAY RIGHT - BASED ON WHAT THEY'VE HEARD GOD EXPECTS - ONLY TO END UP
FRUSTRATED, BURNED OUT, AND WONDERING "IS THIS REALLY WHAT GOD WANTS FOR HIS
CHILDREN?" OTHER BELIEVERS FACE A PERPETUAL WRESTLING MATCH WITH GUILT,
DOUBTS, AND QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR FAITH.IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THAT WAY. MANY OF
US RELY ON SECONDHAND INFORMATION TO UNDERSTAND THE KIND OF RELATIONSHIP
GOD WAANTS WITH US, INSTEAD OF LOOKING TO THE SCRIPTURES. YET IF WE TAKE A
CLOSER LOOK, WE FIND THAT HE HAS GIVEN US THE ANSWERS TO MANY OF OUR DEEPEST
QUESTIONS IN HIS WORD. DISCOVERY ADDRESSES MANY OF THESE QUESTIONS, GUIDING
READERS THROUGH OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES TO FIND THE ANSWERS WE
YEARN FOR. THOUGHTFUL QUESTIONS AT THE END OF EACH CHAPTER HELP US TAKE THE
NEXT STEP - MOVING "HEAD KNOWLEDGE" TO "HEART KNOWLEDGE" AS WE DISCOVER HOW
GOD'S ANSWERS APPLY PERSONALLY TO OUR LIVES.DISCOVERY HELPS REDIRECT THOSE
WHO HAVE GROWN UP KNOWING ABOUT THE LORD, BUT WHO HAVE NOT EXPERIENCED THE
DEEP, MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP HE WANTS WITH THEM. AND FOR NEW BELIEVES, THIS
STUDY WILL HELP THEM BEGIN THEIR WALK WITH GOD ON THE RIGHT FOOT. ALL BELIEVERS
CAN EXPERIENCE JOY, PEACE, AND A SENSE OF GOD'S LOVE, EVEN IN THE MIDST OF A
QUESTION-FILLED WORLD.
Throw Open the Floodgates Aug 06 2020 For generations we've been taught: Tithe to the church.
Ironically, the Bible speaks of something entirely different. Throw Open the Floodgates chronicles how the
author's personal journey to understand the tithe uncovered a new, refreshing portrait of our loving
Heavenly Father. Throw Open the Floodgates takes you on a breathtaking journey through the scriptures
and shows God's clear intention for giving and tithing for the modern-day church. What you read will both
surprise and excite you. No longer will you view the tithe as a stale religious tax, but as a rich invitation to
actively participate in a work that is completely in keeping with the gracious and loving nature of God.
Throw Open the Floodgates will revolutionize your views of New Testament giving and the mission of the
local church in the building of the Kingdom of God.
Behind the Tapestry Nov 08 2020 Behind the Tapestry is the compelling true story told from behind
convent walls, of one woman's struggles to "make peace" with a mysterious chronic illness and her
unfulfilled dream of being a Catholic nun. Maryanne was a 29 year old graphic designer working towards a
lifelong desire to someday move to Hollywood and become an Academy Award winning art director. But
an unexpected invitation to a Catholic prayer meeting would forever change Maryanne's life showing her
desires she didn't know she possessed. After being abruptly fired from her job and spending a lot of time
in prayer, Maryanne embarked on a journey to discover God's will for her life. This quest eventually led her
to the Catholic Convent and the realization that all she's ever really wanted was to devote herself to Jesus.
Entering Religious Life was all that Maryanne thought about for more than a year but there was a problem.
She found herself plagued by a mysterious condition that caused widespread, chronic pain. However, in
spite of this pain, Maryanne joined a group of Franciscan Sisters in 1999. Her life in the Convent was filled
with many questions, struggles, challenges and a whole lot of physical pain. Then when already strained
relationships with her superiors became even more fractured with the lines of communication practically
severed, Sister Maryanne was forced to make a heart-wrenching decision. One that would not only impact
her life but the lives of those around her. Should she remain in the Convent and go on to take final vows or
leave her Religious Life behind and take care of herself instead?
Finding the Favor of God Sep 18 2021 Thoroughly biblical, Finding the Favor of God is filled with biblical
and modern illustrations of people who were blessed for certain tasks. With insights gleaned from two
decades as a pastor, and a daily, rigorous time with God, Floyd delves into various stations of life, from
blue collar workers to white collar careers. Convinced that God is intensely interested in working His plan
for the ages through mere humans, Floyd offers an inspiring read that will fire up millions to live out the will
of God in their lives.
The Discovery Study Bible Feb 09 2021 A Bible that helps serious students of the Word conduct a selfdirected survey of Scripture.

The Gift of Being Yourself Jul 25 2019 In the expanded edition of this profound exploration of Christian
identity, David G. Benner illuminates the spirituality of self-discovery. He exposes the false selves that you
may hide behind and calls you to discover the true self that emerges from your uniqueness in Christ.
Deepen your experience of God through discovering the gift of being yourself.
When God Made Light Sep 26 2019 From the author and illustrator of the best-selling When God Made
You comes a new illuminating message about God's design affirming young readers. 'Let there be light!'
that's what God said. And light began shining and then started to spread." Wild and creative illustrations
from top children's illustrator David Catrow pair with Matthew Paul Turner's lyrical verse in this message of
a God-made light that cuts through darkness to bring vision and hope to all young readers. This light
radiates, chasing away the shadows, providing the wonder and fun of stargazing or firefly chasing. Most
important, this light appears in each child--an inner God-given spark that grows and will be used to change
the world.
Quest for Discovery Dec 10 2020 From the moment of the original sin, our eyes have been veiled from
seeing God while in our mortal forms. Many scientists denounce the existence of God because of this
inability to see him. Without that proof, some think we must rely on faith alone. Philosophy is a tool for
discovering the truth, and with it we can go beyond faith. Author Liz Barnor spent many years wishing to
deepen her personal relationship with God. She wanted her own vision or testimony that could serve as
the foundation for her faith. But her knowledge of God's existence was solidified by tracing a lineage back
to the Holy Trinity, to Jesus and his father. Jesus came to the Earth in human form to discover how
humanity had become so steeped in sin. He had made a pact with his father to spill his own blood to
ensure our redemption. Jesus's time on Earth and his return to the heavens prove without a doubt that
God is real. In this groundbreaking book, the full biblical argument is revealed. By using the gifts he has
given us-freedom of will and intellectual reasoning-we can understand his existence even without seeing
him.
Discovery Jan 29 2020 Many Christians spend their lives trying to act right, think right, and pray right based on what they've heard God expects - only to end up frustrated, burned out, and wondering "is this
really the kind of relationship God wants for his children?" Other believers face a perpetual wrestling
match with guilt, doubts, and questions about their faith. It doesn't have to be that way. Many of us rely on
secondhand information to understand the kind of relationship God wants with us, instead of looking to the
scriptures. Yet if we take a closer look, we find that He has given us the answers to many of our deepest
questions in his word. Discovery addresses many of these questions, guiding readers through Old and
New Testament passages to find the answers we yearn for. Thoughtful questions at the end of each
chapter help us take the next step - moving "head knowledge" to "heart knowledge." Discovery helps
redirect those who have grown up knowing about the lord, but who have not experienced the deep,
meaningful relationship He wants with them. And for new believers, this study will help them begin their
walk with God on the right foot. All believers can experience joy, peace, and a sense of God's love, even in
the midst of a question-filled world. ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED BY NAVIGATOR'S DAWSON MEDIA.
They said: All Bible studies seem alike. They're beneficial, but they don't address the key issues and
questions of our lives today. Discovery does this, and it changes lives in the process. This is for anyone
who's done "Experiencing God" and is looking for more.
Brahman: The Discovery of the God of Abraham Apr 13 2021
The Discovery of God Jun 27 2022 The debate between theist and atheist is an old one and has recently
become a highly publicized one. There are some well known proponents of arguments on both sides. To
provide a different perspective this book takes a psychoanalytically based evolutionary view, presenting
an entirely original theoretical concept. It introduces an epigenetic component to the discussion of God/no
God within the context of evolutionary processes at the point where a thinking brain appears -- a cerebral
cortex characteristic of homosapien. Therefore, it joins evolutionary phenomena with psychological
realities for survival and safety, for empowerment and the absence of disempowerment. Research is cited
to show that such instinctive survival behavior involves several prototypical behavioral categories relevant
to all organisms from amoeba to man. Freud, Darwin, Gould, and the major historical figures of the God/no

God debate are included throughout, and the point is made that environmental conditions can produce
biological effects and this is the essence of the proposed epigenetical context of the debate. Therefore,
this volume concerns itself with exploring the question of whether there is a God-gene or whether God is
discovered epigentically in a psycho/evolutionary context. In either case, this book does not argue for the
existence or non-existence of God. Rather, it introduces a new dimension to the debate − a
psycho/evolutionary one.
Discovery of God Nov 20 2021 This is a book on religious philosophy, giving history of all religions of
the world. It gives the views of atheists, theists, agnostics, philosophers like Plato, Kant, Hegal, all
prophets and thinkers like Bertand Russel. In the name of religion we find disturbance of peace . Writer
has given solution to it, in Chapter 13. The appendix gives “essence of Bhagawat Geeta”. Observing those
principles, we can create a better and peaceful society. All religions respect non-violence, truth, peace,
cleanliness, etc which are divine acquisitions, and they deride over-indulgence in sex, anger, arrogance,
greed, ego, and laziness as qualities of demonic person. If all people meditate together, this will be
emphasized and help to develop understanding and peace on the planet. Children are also to be brought
up inculcating these laudable thoughts.
In Search of God Dec 30 2019 In Search of God invites you to enhance your faith in a new way. J.
Gregory Steiner draws on his personal and religious life as a vehicle to seek wisdom on the nature of God,
divinity, the Son of God, and eternity. He considers questions such as: - How can Christians express new
ideas without being disowned as true believers? - Does faith need to move in a new direction to attract
people searching for God in their lives? - Should our understanding of dogma and doctrine change as we
grow into adulthood and beyond? It is easy to discuss, on a philosophical and theological level, the need to
change our ideas about creation, incarnation, and redemption in today's world. However, it is quite a
challenge to deal with these needs from a kneeling position in a church pew. Join the author as he
explores how to navigate questions about religion and move the church forward.
The Discovery of God May 27 2022
God Heard Their Cry Discovery Guide Nov 28 2019 This eighth Faith Lessons volume focuses on Israel's
sojourn in Egypt, and their redemption and flight from Egypt.
The Discovery of God Nov 01 2022 Part of the Ressourcement: Retrieval and Renewal in Catholic
Thought Series, The Discovery of God contains the guiding thread of all of Henri de Lubac's work: the idea
of God and the life of the spirit.
Let's Thank God for Freedom Aug 18 2021 The Holiday Discovery Series helps children honor the lord in
every holiday celebration.
In Search of the King Mar 01 2020 Not since C.S. Lewis has a writer so accurately and empathetically
described our human condition -- our deep longing for meaning and purpose. Lewis himself called it "the
long terrible story of man trying to find something other than God which will make him happy." With fresh
insight and authenticity, Thann Bennett invites you to join him on the journey of discovering the one true
King. Thann weaves biblical application with personal illustration in a compelling call to action. Bound to
be a timeless classic, you will come away knowing your true purpose -- intimacy with and service to the
King that will echo beyond your years. "In Search of the King is informative and inspirational. It is a must
read." -- Jay Sekulow, Chief Counsel of the American Center for Law and Justice (ACLJ), New York
Times best-selling author "Thann Bennett's book, In Search of the King, provides wise souls with an
excellent road map. I highly recommend this book." -- Scott Sauls, Senior Pastor of Christ Presbyterian
Church in Nashville, Tennessee, and author of Jesus Outside the Lines and Befriend "Thann Bennett's
very personal and engaging style will captivate your heart and imagination and send you on a relentless
journey to learn the character of Jesus, walk in His ways, and join His mission." -- Heather Zempel,
Discipleship Pastor at National Community Church, and author of Community Is Messy, and Amazed and
Confused
Discovery - God's Perfect Plan Feb 21 2022
God Exists! Jun 23 2019
Promised Land Discovery Guide Mar 13 2021 This five-session small group Bible study (DVD/digital

video sold separately) by noted teacher and historian, Ray Vander Laan, is volume one of the That the
World May Know series. Vander Laan illustrates how God guided his people to a specific place – the
Promised Land – to impact the world both in ancient times and today. Just like the time and place of our
birth shapes our journey, so the land and culture of the Hebrew people shaped their story. Promised Land
provides wonderful context to the stories of that time. Faith Lessons is a unique video series that brings
God's Word to life with astounding relevance. By weaving together the Bible's fascinating historical,
cultural, religious, and geographical contexts, teacher and historian Ray Vander Laan reveals unique
insights into the Scriptures' significance for modern believers. Each lesson: Focuses on passages of
Scripture explored in the DVD Includes sidebars, maps, photos and other study tools Features questions
that facilitate discussion and inspire personal reflection Include 30 personal Bible studies to help you
deepen your learning experience between sessions, and turn lessons from the past into applications that
impact how you live out your faith today. Filmed on location in Israel, these illuminating "faith lessons"
afford a new understanding of the Bible that will ground your convictions and transform your life. The Faith
Lessons video series is ideal for use in small groups, personal and family Bible studies, and adult Sunday
school. Individual believers and families will gain vital insights from long-ago times and cultures through
this innovative approach to Bible study. Lessons include: Standing at the Crossroads –Tel Gezer Wet Feet
– Jordan River First Fruits – Tel Jericho Confronting Evil – Tel Beth Shemesh Iron of Culture – Tel Azekah
Designed for use with the Faith Lessons Promised Land Video Study (sold separately).
God Has a Plan for Your Life Jan 23 2022 While you may not understand all the twists and turns of life,
you can be sure of one thing: the same God who created you, loves you. God’s personal promise to you is
one of extreme hope and potential (Jeremiah 29:11). He also has an awesome strategy for your future. No
matter what failure you have experienced in the past, you can learn how to make right choices at every
juncture in your life. In God Has A Plan for Your Life, Dr. Charles Stanley explains that there is no such
thing as coincidence, luck, or good fortune. God is sovereign, and He has a course that He wants you to
follow. He opens and closes exciting doors of opportunity, but it is up to you to step through each one by
faith. You don’t have to miss another exciting moment. You can live each day with a sense of hope and
assurance that whatever comes your way has passed through God’s omnipotent, loving hands. This book
outlines the exact steps that will lead you to discover His plan for your life.
Walking with God in the Desert Discovery Guide Mar 25 2022 This seven-session small group Bible
study (DVD/digital video sold separately) by noted teacher and historian, Ray Vander Laan, is volume
twelve of the That the World May Know series. Are you going through a difficult period of life? The loss of a
loved one? Unemployment? A crisis of faith? During these desert times, it’s easy to think God has
disappeared. In Walking with God in the Desert you’ll discover that it’s only when we are totally dependent
on him that we find God is closer than ever and can experience his amazing grace and provision. Faith
Lessons is a unique video series that brings God's Word to life with astounding relevance. By weaving
together the Bible's fascinating historical, cultural, religious, and geographical contexts, teacher and
historian Ray Vander Laan reveals unique insights into the Scriptures' significance for modern believers.
Each lesson: Focuses on passages of Scripture explored in the DVD Includes sidebars, maps, photos and
other study tools Features questions that facilitate discussion and inspire personal reflection Includes 25
personal Bible studies to help you deepen your learning experience between sessions, and turn lessons
from the past into applications that impact how you live out your faith today. Filmed on location in the Sinai
Desert, Wadi Nasb, Judea Wilderness, Mount Sinai, Negev and En Gedi, these illuminating "faith lessons"
afford a new understanding of the Bible that will ground your convictions and transform your life. The Faith
Lessons video series is ideal for use in small groups, personal and family Bible studies, and adult Sunday
school. Individual believers and families will gain vital insights from long-ago times and cultures through
this innovative approach to Bible study. Lessons include: Join the Journey – Filmed in the Sinai Desert It’s
Hot Here and There’s No Way Out – Filmed in Wabi Nasb Help is Here – Filmed in Wadi Nasb When Your
Heart Cries Out – Filmed in the Judea Wilderness They Were Not Wandering – Filmed on Mount Sinai
Ears to Hear – Filmed in Negev There’s Hope in the Desert – Filmed in En Gedi Designed for use with the
Walking with God in the Desert Video Study (sold separately).

The Children's Discovery Bible Sep 06 2020 A collection of retold stories and memory verses from the
Bible.
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